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INVENTORY MANAGEMENT DATA ANALYTICS

The USIT (USretina Inventory Tracking) system was designed to meet the specific 
needs of USRetina members. USIT provides a comprehensive drill down dashboard 
as well as alerts for expiring inventory, inventory replenishment, and unassigned 
inventory. The system includes integration capabilities and leverages either 
barcode scanning or RFID tagging for managing the inventory process.  USIT is 
enhanced regularly based on direct feedback from our practices as part of our 
continuous improvement culture.

Benefits IncludeBenefits Include
Interprets and processes the information provided in barcodes that meet the 
FDAs Unique Device Identification (UDI) standards

Interacts with Practice Management and EMR systems to create more seamless 
workflow

Provides an integrated dashboard showing highly valuable inventory related 
data analytics (by item, by physician, by location, etc.)

Oers robust inventory management tracking reports – items, patients, Oers robust inventory management tracking reports – items, patients, 
physicians, par levels, expired drug, charity care, false profit, and many others

Provides secure user access and auditing capability

Leverages Cloud Services

Complies with HIPAA Regulations

USRetina’s members leverage data to create actionable insights to improve retina 
care by detecting, understanding, and predicting trends. As a group we are seeking 
answers to important clinical and pharma research questions. USRetina’s ability to 
aggregate and analyze de-identified member data is enabling breakthroughs in 
retina care. Practices large and small across the United States participate in building 
infrastructure by providing data feed connections to help USR achieve our mission 
and benefit our member practices.

We are working to leverage valuable data assets through reporting and analytics We are working to leverage valuable data assets through reporting and analytics 
projects such as disease-specific analysis, physician benchmarks, MIPS / MACRA 
quality measures, and other initiatives. 

Supporting clinical trials eorts for advancing the future of eye care is one
of our highest priorities and our robust analytics platform allows us to:
    Assist in identifying potential clinical trial candidates
    Respond to post-marketing drug safety surveys
    Integrate with pharmacovigilance programs    Integrate with pharmacovigilance programs
    Assess clinical outcomes across patient populations for enhancing care protocols
    Provide information on clinical outcomes and the cost of care 
    Provide evidence to proactively advocate for new best practices

As part of our continuous learning environment and promotion of shared best As part of our continuous learning environment and promotion of shared best 
practices across our members, we oer an annual operational benchmarking 
program. This program was designed by a team of USRetina practice administrators 
and allows our members to compare and contract operational metrics with their 
peers and identify opportunities for improvement.
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